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Goal
            This project aims to utilize the knowledge gained this semester concerning the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) to create a software program that can animate a graphical entity (in this case, a robot) 
based on sound input.  The animated robot must be able to dance in response to an input audio signal.  
The FFT will be used to find the dominant frequencies of a music signal and use these frequencies to 
animate parts of the robot.  

Tools and Methods
            The robot is visualized using C++ and OpenGL.  The positioning of the robot’s appendages are 
parameterized by radians, and each appendage has its own variable for the current angle of that 
appendage.  By adding a sinusoid of the appropriate frequency to some of these parameters, the robot 
will appear to be dancing.  The FFT will be used to determine these frequencies.

           Initial prototyping of the process was accomplished using Matlab.  Matlab’s wavread() and fft() 
functions were used to process a sound file and analyze the samples of the data to determine the 
dominant frequencies.  The test script first read in a wav file, plotted the waveform, then performed the 
FFT and plotted the resulting frequency.  Here is a plot of the simple sinusoid

sin 2π∗1500 ∗t     

and its resulting FFT.  Note from the function that its frequency is 1500 Hz.

The program itself is written in C++ using OpenGL on a Windows machine.  The fftw 
library was used for the FFT component (http://www.fftw.org/), and the libsndfile API for reading 
wave files (http://www.mega-nerd.com/libsndfile/).  Simple music files were created using the Reason 
3.0 music creation program (http://www.propellerheads.se  ).  
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Results

A simple 4/4 time bass drum was created using Reason and was written to wave file.  This 
plays at approximately .5 seconds / beat.  The waveform is shown below, as well as its transform.

Verification using the Soundforge audio editing utility confirms that the fundamental drum 
frequency is around 60 hz.  

The robot itself is a collection of simple geometric shapes that are rendered at a specified 
position.  The angle of each component is determined by a global polar parameter.  This 
parameterization allows simple sinusoids to be added to the angle with a specified frequency.  When 
this frequency is determined from analysis of an audio signal and corresponds to the beat at which the 
instrument plays, then the robot will appear to be dancing.

Program Screenshot



The next task was to be able to tell the frequency that this beat occurs / second.  The above 
approach, while yielding the component frequencies that comprised the sound of the instruments, was 
unable to determine the actual tempo, or beats / second, of the instruments.  I was unable to discovery a 
good method for BPM extraction within the timeframe of the project, but the framework now exists for 
identifynig the components frequencies of each instrument, and perhaps with repeated windowing the 
BPM could be determined in a future expansion.
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